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Winery Sales and Acquisitions Anticipated...
Beware the Hidden Tax Pitfalls on Vineyards
There are a number of hidden
tax pitfalls associated with
winery acquisitions, sales and
restructures. This Alert will focus
on one key asset category:
the sale and purchase of
established vineyards.

Constellation Wines’ recent announcement
that it would be offloading surplus assets
and last year’s announcement by Fosters
of its restructure programme, may be a
sign of things to come. Such events are
likely to impact on the value of wine assets
across Australia. The current credit crisis is
also expected to impact, with some players
needing to reduce high gearing levels by
rationalising their operations and/or selling
assets. Of course, an increased supply of
wineries and wine assets on the market
may also give rise to bargain hunting
opportunities for those fortunate enough to
be cashed up and in the expansion game.

Established vineyards on preCGT land
It is a mistake to assume that all land
acquired before 20 September 1985 (the
commencement date for capital gains
tax (CGT)) - is outside the tax net. Capital
improvements to land are treated as part
of the land itself in property law - and
therefore one asset. However, tax law
regards certain capital improvements to
pre-CGT land to be separate assets. Such
improvements (as separate assets) may
therefore be subject to CGT even if the land
was acquired before 20 September 1985.
Generally speaking, post-CGT capital
improvements carried out on pre-CGT
land will be deemed to be separate CGT
assets where the cost base of the capital
improvements exceeds:
>

an improvement threshold (an amount
indexed annually and currently
$119,594 for the 2008-09 year); and

>

5% of the proceeds of sale.

There are a number of hidden tax pitfalls
Vineyard land acquired before 20
associated with winery acquisitions, sales
September 1985 but developed after that
and restructures. Although with winery sales
date may often satisfy these criteria.
there are numerous tax issues including the
particular treatment of wine labels, stock
and depreciating assets, this article will
focus on one key asset category: the sale
and purchase of established vineyards.

Example:

(and having the cost base adjusted
accordingly) much post-CGT vineyard land
will be the subject of significant capital
gains.

VineCo acquired its unimproved land
in 1980. In 1987 it undertook significant
capital improvements to the land by
planting vines and installing trellising
and irrigation. The cost base of these
capital improvements totalled $3m. In
August 2008 VineCo sold the land as an
established vineyard for $7m.
As the cost base is well above the
improvement threshold (in addition to
exceeding $350,000 as 5% of the capital
proceeds of $7m) the improvements
would be treated as separate assets.
When these “separate assets” provisions
are triggered, the vineyard improvements
potentially give rise to a CGT liability.
However, some difficult valuation issues can
often arise in these circumstances. To what
extent can stand-alone vines, water facilities
and other vineyard infrastructure be viewed
as having any significant value without the
land?
Professional valuations may be required
to establish what value can be reasonably
attributed to the improvements on the basis
that they are treated as separate assets,
and the underlying land is to be ignored.
In summary, when contemplating vineyard
sales, it is possible that there may be a
liability to pay CGT on improvements made
to vineyards since 1985.
The unimproved pre-CGT land will remain
tax-free; the potential CGT liability will only
apply to the improvements to the land. It is
therefore worthwhile considering whether
the parties to a vineyard sale can agree for
a significant amount of the purchase price
to be allocated towards the unimproved
land. This may improve the CGT position
of the seller, and should not prejudice the
purchaser who will acquire both the land
and improvements as post-CGT assets.

Importantly, any erosion of the cost
base is subject to some timing rules.
Deductible capital expenditure will only be
excluded from the cost base for vineyard
land acquired after 13 May 1997 or
capital allowances claimed after 30 June
1999. Therefore, a taxpayer who has
fully developed a vineyard on post-CGT
land before the above dates, may be in
the enviable position of having qualified
both for capital allowances on vineyard
development and for cost base for CGT
purposes.

Finally, it is worth noting that although
the focus of this article is on vineyards,
buildings and structures will automatically
fall within the CGT net without applying
the above criteria for improvements – as
they are considered to be separate assets
in themselves. This may be important to
wineries who have constructed post-CGT
cellar door facilities and production facilities Example:
on pre-CGT land.
The Cabernet Trust sells its premium
vineyards for $10m. The vineyards were
Issues for post-CGT land
developed on unimproved land acquired
in 1995 for $200,000. The Cabernet Trust
In the past, a significant amount of the
developed the vineyards from 1990 to
capital expenditure incurred in developing
1995 - planting vines, installing irrigation
vineyards has qualified for various
and other vineyard infrastructure over
tax depreciation or capital allowance
that period for $3m, all of which was
deductions.
deductible.
These capital allowances are limited
to primary production taxpayers and
are available for expenditure on water
facilities (33% over two to three years) and
horticultural plant and land care costs. Until
1 October 2004 there was also a 25%
capital allowance (over 4 to 5 years) for
vineyard establishment expenditure.
The capital allowances claimed in
developing a vineyard may have the effect
of eroding the cost base of post-CGT
vineyard land. The cost base is subtracted
from the proceeds of sale in calculating
a capital gain. Therefore, the cost base
may have a significant impact on the CGT
outcome for post-CGT land and vineyards.
As a result of claiming capital allowances

As the land was acquired before 13
May 1997 and the capital allowance
deductions were claimed before 30 June
1999 the whole of the $3m can qualify
as cost base, despite such expenditure
being deductible.

By comparison, if the Cabernet Trust in the
above example had acquired its vineyard
after 13 May 1997 or developed its
vineyard (and claimed its capital allowance
deductions) after 30 June 1999, then none
of the $3m will have formed part of the
cost base. Only the $200,000 acquisition
cost could qualify as the cost base of the
vineyard land in this scenario. Assuming the
Cabernet Trust could qualify for the 50%
general discount on capital gains (but no
other concessions) its capital gain on the
first scenario would be $3.4m whereas its
capital gain on the second would be $4.9m
- a substantial difference!
The tax legislation in this area can
sometimes give rise to unexpected
outcomes. For example, an issue may
arise where the effect of the cost base
adjustments results in post-CGT vineyards
on pre-CGT land not being deemed
separate assets because the cost base
doesn’t exceed 5% of the capital proceeds
on a sale.
The above issues require close scrutiny to
ensure that the potential tax issues can be
identified and carefully addressed.

Taxation of water rights
– a key issue in vineyard
transactions
Vineyards will often be sold with existing
water licences and/or allocations. Due to

the intangible nature of these assets, it
may be easy to overlook the fact that water
licences and allocations are subject to CGT.
In most Australian jurisdictions, water
licences and allocations are treated as
separate assets under State law and
will have their own tax implications
independent of the underlying land upon
which the water rights are used. For
example, if the vineyard land qualifies as
a pre-CGT asset it does not necessarily
mean that the water licence used on that
land will be a pre-CGT asset. The main
issue to bear in mind is that water licences
and allocations are separate CGT assets
and will carry their own taxation issues.
Careful consideration of not only the history
of the licence and the past usage of water
on the land is likely to impact on the CGT
outcomes. It is also worthwhile considering
whether a separate value should be
attributed to the water rights under the sale
and purchase agreement.
In terms of goods and services tax (GST),
the Commissioner of Taxation generally
accepts that the sale of a water licence is
GST free. The legal basis for this is that a
supply of water is specifically listed as GST
free under the legislation. Another provision
in the legislation states that the supply of
a right to something that is GST free, is
itself GST free. Therefore, in most cases
water licences can be transferred GST free
without relying on the going concern or
farm land exemptions that may also impact
on vineyard sales.
Under South Australian law the transfer
of water licences is now generally exempt
from stamp duty. This may impact on the
relative values allocated to water licences
(which are exempt from duty) and land
(which is subject to duty) in the sale and
purchase contract.

Stamp duty concessions for
purchasers
For the purchasers of vineyards, a stamp
duty saving can often be achieved if the
vineyards can be acquired as part of a
“walk-in/walk-out” sale. In South Australia,
a walk-in/walk-out sale normally occurs
when primary production land is being sold
as a going concern together with the stock,
plant and implements connected with the
primary production business. Where this
concession applies, duty is generally limited
to the value of the vineyard land and not
related assets such as grape harvesters
and other vineyard machinery. The criteria
for accessing this concession depends on
where the vineyard is located as stamp
duty law is State/Territory based.

The issue of whether wine stock can qualify
for the exemption was considered in the
South Australian Supreme Court case of
Efira Services Pty Ltd v Commissioner
of Stamps. The Court found that wine
made in a winery from grapes grown in
the vineyard meets the description of
stock “held or used in connection with”
the land, where that land was used mainly
for the business of primary production.
Although the Court did not accept that a
winery was a primary production business,
it did consider the wine stock to have the
necessary connection with the viticultural
activities conducted on the land. Therefore
the case illustrates that often wineries may
qualify for the concession.

The stamp duty concession is not available
to other wine assets. Winery plant or other
assets that have no connection with a
vineyard will not qualify. It should also be
noted that any fixtures (such as vines and
trellising) will be treated as part of the land
and will not qualify for the exemption.

Implications for your
organisation
If you are in the market to sell or purchase
a winery, careful consideration needs
to be given to the particular tax issues
associated with vineyards, to ensure that
your tax position is optimised. For further
information on any of the issues raised
in this Alert, or any other taxation issues
relating to your winery, please contact the
author.

Peter Slegers is a Tax Partner in
Thomson Playford Cutlers’ Wine Group
and provides specialist taxation advice
to the industry. Peter advises wineries
in the Barossa, McLaren Vale and
Coonawarra wine regions.

Peter Slegers - Partner
+61 8 8236 1337
peter.slegers@thomsonplayfordcutlers.com.au
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